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Thank you for joining us for ECOLOGY  
at Education Extravaganza!

   NAME:

                                                                                                                                                
MOREYSPIERS.COM 
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Shark and Ray Teeth, and  
Their Functional Biology

The “crown” of the tooth is covered with enamel –  
a hard, shiny, thin covering; true enamel is the hardest  
substance in the body.  Underneath the enamel is the  
dentine or ivory; this makes up the bulk of the tooth’s  
volume; it is similar to bone  
but harder.

“Roots” are just below the crown.  
These hold the tooth in the jaw.

Sharks replace their teeth continuously with new ones throughout their life.  New teeth form behind the old ones  
and move forward, pushing old worn teeth out of the mouth.

The teeth of sharks can be roughly divided into 4 groups:

1. CUTTING TEETH – large, blade like; edges are saw-like; root lobes often short; used to gouge 
chunks of flesh from large prey; usually only a single row of teeth is active; the largest and most 
dangerous sharks belong to this group

2. GRASPING TEETH – often large, but with slender crowns and smooth edges; more elongate root 
lobes; used to impale and restrain small active prey (squid and small fish) which are then swallowed 
whole

3. CLUTCHING TEETH – similar to grasping teeth, but smaller and with shorter crowns and roots; like 
the grasping teeth they are useful to impale and restrain small active prey, but also can be used to 
crush weakly armored prey (crabs, urchins, gastropods)

4. CRUSHING TEETH – low and domed; able to withstand tremendous forces when armored  prey is 
crushed; multiple rows of teeth often grown close to each other to form a large crushing surface
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For each of the following teeth, write the words “cutting”, “grasping”, “clutching, or “crushing”.

            TIGER SHARK                                            GREAT WHITE SHARK                                 SNAGGLETOOTH SHARK

        ________________________                           ________________________                              ______________________

                     RAY                                             DOGFISH

                        ________________________                                ________________________
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Animals and plants are given special names by biologists, 
called their “scientific names”.  The “scientific names” are 
usually based on some characteristics of the animals, and 
often come from Greek of Latin words.  For this reason, 
the scientific names of animals sometimes sound com-
plicated.  However, if we know something about these 
languages, the names make a lot more sense. Match the 
name in column below, based on what the word mean, 
with the picture! 

       Invertebrate Names

The “invertebrates” are animals that don’t have a backbone (spine) to help support them.  Invertebrates make up, by far, 
most of the animals that are alive.  This is true in the oceans, lakes, hills, and plains.

 

 THE LATIN OR MEANING:
 GREEK NAME:   

 Porifera ................................. Hole (or pore) bearing 

 Platyhelminthes ...................... Flat worm 

 Nemotode ............................. Thread form 

 Rotifera ................................. Carrying a wheel 

 Acanthocephala ..................... Prickle head 

 Sipuncula .............................. Little pipe 

 Bivalva ................................. Two shells 

 Chaetognatha ........................ Long haired jaw  

 Asteroidea ............................ Star like 
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    Seashells of New Jersey

“Seashells” are the hard protective coverings of mollusks. Most of the shells that we find in New Jersey are from  
“gastropods” (the snail-like mollusks), or “bivalves” (the clam- or oyster-like mollusks with paired shells).   
Some of the common mollusks in the New Jersey area are:

A. SLIPPER SHELL – Known for the “shelf” inside the empty shell. These animals often form piles, with 
the females on the bottom and the males near the top of the pile.

B. BLOOD ARK – A clam with about 35 radiating ribs. It is one of the few mollusks that has red blood.

C. CHANNELED WHELK – A large snail, 4” to 7” high, used by native Americans to make wampum.

D. KNOBBED WHELK – Similar to the channeled whelk, but crowned with a series of blunt spines  
or knobs.

E. BLUE MUSSEL – A common bivalve along most of the east coast. The shell is dark blue to black and 
relatively smooth. This is eaten in the US as well as in Europe.

F. RIBBED MUSSEL – While the same general shape as the blue mussel, it is strongly ribbed, often 
larger, and usually a green brown color.  It is not eaten.

G. EASTERN OYSTER – An irregular shape, depending on the environment it grows in. The young  
oyster settles on a hard surface and cements itself there.  The oyster is usually not found in oceans, 
just in bays and estuaries.

H. MOON SNAIL – A round smooth shell houses this active predator.  The snail lays a circular band of 
jelly eggs covered with sand that are sometimes seen on beaches.

I. BAY SCALLOP – The shape of the shell on the familiar “Shell Oil” gas station signs. The shell has 12 
to 17 ribs and can be variable in color.  The living animals have rows of bright blue eyes and live in 
sea grass beds.

J. OCEAN SCALLOP – The same general shape as the bay scallop, but larger and without the obvious 
ribs. They can be 8” long and were used by native americans as dishes.

K. QUAHOG – Also called the “hard-shelled clam”, “cherrystone”, and “littleneck”.  A typical “clam”.

L. RAZOR CLAM – A very long clam that resembles an old fashioned straight razor.  
Normally a brown color.
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                        Match the letter of these mollusks to the pictures.

 1. ____________________ 2. ____________________ 3. ____________________

 

 4. ____________________ 5. ____________________ 6. ____________________

 

 7. ___________________ 8. ____________________ 9. ____________________

 

 10. __________________ 11. ___________________ 12. ___________________
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        Invertebrate Adults and  
        Larval Forms

When humans have babies, the babies look a lot like their parents.  This is true of some invertebrates, like squids and  
octopuses. But for many invertebrates this is not true.  For example, the caterpillar doesn’t look much like the parent butterfly.  
Often the large invertebrates that live on the bottom of the ocean produce small offspring (larvae) that float through the water 
also look different.  

Can you match the parent and larval offspring by drawing a connecting line?

 PARENT ANIMALS LARVAL FORM

Sea Squirt

Snail

Shrimp

Barnacle
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 PARENT ANIMALS LARVAL FORM

Polychaete Worm

Brittle Starfish

Crab

Sea Cucumber
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     Fish and Their Shapes

There are many types of fishes.  In fact, there are more kinds of fish, about 23,000 species, than reptiles, mammals, or 
birds. Like other animals, the shape of a fish is the result of millions of years “adaptation”. “Adaptation” is the ability to 
change so that the animal can live more efficiently in its environment. Marine biologists are often able to tell a lot about  
how a fish lives, just by looking at its shape and colors.

Some examples of this are:

 
CHARACTERISTIC AND WHAT IT MEANS CIRCLE THE CORRECT UNDERLINED CHOICE

1. Thin, firm connection between the body  
and the tail fin and a crescent-shaped tail fin.   
Good at continuous, fast, long distance

 swimming, but not good at making fast turns. 

         Is the crevalle jack a fast or slow swimmer?

2. Broad connection between the body and the  
tail fin and a squared-off or rounded tail fin. 

 Good at making rapid turns, but not good   
  at sustained swimming.    

         Is the tautog a fast swimmer, or does it  
       swim slowly but can make fast turns?

3. Eyes on the top of the head, and a mouth facing  
upward.  Fish sits on the bottom and waits for  

 animals to swim by that it can eat.   

         Does the goosefish live near the surface of the   
       water or on the ocean bottom?

4. Large eyes – Some deep water fish that live in  
water with very little light need bit eyes to get  
as much light as possible.    

         Does this lantern fish live in deep water  
       or shallow water?
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5. Extremely large mouth and expandable
 stomach.  Some deep water fishes live where
 there isn’t much to eat.  If they find a meal
 they want a big enough mouth to swallow it. 
   Does this angler fish live in deep water or 

 shallow water?

6. Numerous spines in the fins or over their
 bodies.  Fish that don’t swim fast, and are not
 very large, sometimes use spines to protect
 them from large fish-eating predators. 

   Does this striped burrfish avoid predators 
 by swimming away from them, or does it have   
 some other adaptation?

7. Barbels (chin-whiskers).  Some fish that
 eat small animals in or on the ocean bottom
 use these to feel for food.
  
   
   Does the goat fish catch fish above it, or does it   

 eat animals in the sand below it.

8. Beak-like jaws.  Fish with beak-like jaws
 are often able to crush shelled prey or eat 
 rock-like corals.

   

   Does the rainbow parrotfish eat organisms that   
 have soft coverings or hard coverings?

9. Dark (often blue) coloring on the back, and
 a white or silver belly.  This is the sign of a 
 fish that sometimes, or often, swims near the
 surface.  It makes it hard to see potential
 predators. 

   Does the barracuda live near the bottom or 
 near the top?

10. Bars of color that run through the eyes.
 Some fish have bars of color that run through
 their eyes to disguise their heads from potential
 predators.  Some even have a “false eye” 
 marking near their tails! 

   Does the four-eyed butterfly fish protect itself by   
 its coloring or by body spines?


